
DWD-DYNAMIC-XP DRAWER SYSTEM

The versatile comprehensive drawer range offers maximum
comfort and individual design options – including the slides
and add-on system.

With DWD-Dynamic-XP, furniture designers can use their imagination.
The wide range of high-quality movement options and the 
different combinations of material, colour and design allow total 
creative freedom.
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1.4

Add-on systems
With Duowing, Variowing or Solowing there is a choice of add-on systems.

An add-on system for more storage space and
more freedom in design possibilities.
Variowing for a truly stunning decor. With a free choice

of materials such as glass, acrylic glass or aluminium in

the side sections, consistent furniture design is possible

down to the smallest details. 

The drawer system thereby achieves an unusual exclu-

sive note, making it individual and unique. Variowing

combines aesthetic demands and functionality, endowing

the furniture with style and character. 

Variowing is supplemented by the Magic Optima and

Magic Classic dividing systems. These create a tidy

arrangement of drawer contents and thus complement

the system. 

• Integrated inclination adjustment of drawer front

through lengthwise dividing rail

• Stable front panel support

• Fast installation with variable options

• Fit and remove without tools

Duowing – the compact container solution for 
storage goods.
The side sections closed off to the outside offer stable

protection for stored goods. Duowing sits firmly on the

drawer side over the round rail and forms a compact,

harmonious self-contained unit. High-quality surfaces

emphasise the sophisticated design and  create eye-

catching details in the furniture. 

The variable dividing systems of Magic Optima and

Magic Classic fit ideally into the interior of Duowing

components. They easily create order and provide

loose materials with sufficient support.  

• Integrated inclination adjustment of drawer front

through lengthwise dividing rail

• Stable front panel support

• Fixed connection of front and drawer back

• Fast and efficient installation

• Fit and remove without tools

The flexible add-on system with the striking profile.
Solowing makes flexibility visible. Round locking holes;

striking fixed points for the dividing systems Magic 

Classic or Magic Optima. Variable, individual organisation

of the pot drawer is made easy: simple and precise lock-

ing into place and easy to reposition. Solowing helps

create order and provide loose materials with sufficient

support. High-quality surfaces emphasise the sophisti-

cated design and  create eye-catching details in the 

furniture.

Some features at a glance:

• Simply hang into the railing system of DWD XP

• Integrated inclination adjustment of drawer front

through lengthwise dividing rail

• Stable front panel support

• Fixed connection of front and drawer back

• Fast and efficient installation

• A maximum of storage space

• For variable partitioning  in length and width with 

Magic Classic or Magic Optima
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It is the connection that matters. 
The extraordinary operating characteristics 
of the Dynamic XP slide system and the elegant 
design of the DWD XP drawer system combine 
to form a comprehensive drawer system of the 
highest quality.

It is nice when a product meets
all rational arguments but still
offers individual style.

DWD-Dynamic-XP means variety 

of the finest quality. Various colour 

options, different materials, design

features and shapes, as well as

numerous high-quality add-on and

organizing systems – all harmonious-

ly coordinated – these are the 

ingredients for individuality, comfort

and lifestyle. 

DWD-Dynamic-XP – a functional

highlight for stylish furniture.

Comfort is a question of tech-
nology: Soft-close – the integra-
ted damping system sets the
standard.

With Soft-close, the comprehensive

damping concept by GRASS, each

movement becomes an experience.

Because closing drawers with 

Soft-close is something special. 

Soft-close gently slows the closing

action of the drawer and silently 

pulls it to the fully closed position. 

It is no surprise therefore, that Soft-

close has become the benchmark. 

Movement comfort of the highest
level: GRASS opening systems for
furniture without handles.

Modern furniture appeals through its

large, quiet surfaces and minimalist

elegance. To match this trend, DWD-

Dynamic-XP offers two innovative

opening systems: Tipmatic Plus and

Sensomatic.

With Tipmatic Plus, the mechanical

opening system, it is possible to

design large fronts without handles

that will open with a slight touch.

Sensomatic, the new electro-mechan-

ical opening system, combines the

advantages of handle-free opening

with the elegance of damped closing.

DWD-Dynamic-XP not only looks good, 

but is also very versatile.

The tried and tested drawer system by GRASS

offers outstanding quality, maximum design 

freedom and innovative functional solutions for

modern furniture construction.
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Length 40kg Standard 40kg Pot Drawer 60kg Standard 60kg Pot Drawer

275mm *

350mm *

400mm * *

450mm * * *

500mm * * * *

550mm * * * *

600mm * * * *

Add on systems – Duowing - Solowing

DWD XP Set pack availability chart

Finish: White
Compatible with:
TIPMATIC PLUS (Mechanical touch to open drawer system)
SENSOMATIC (Electro. Mechanical touch to open drawer system with soft close)
Note: See relevant Grass technical catalogues for details of the above drawer systems.
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Dividing and organizing systems
Magic Optima, Magic Classic and Magic Sorto.

Everybody needs help in the kitchen, 
especially when organizing the drawers.
Magic Sorto, our drawer organizing system, has 

everything the customer needs. 

Excellent design and versatility for custom storage 

solutions.

The advantages at a glance:

• Trays made of stainless steel

• More storage due to the clever design of 

the Sorto insert.

• Hygienically approved

• Easy to clean, dishwasher safe

• Versatile system due to spring-loaded divider rail.

• Expand and upgrade individually.

Two systems – one aim: Organise with style
For the DWD-Dynamic-XP add-on systems we offer two

dividing systems to allow optimum use of storage

space: Magic Optima for the add-on systems Variowing,

Duowing, Solowing, and Magic Classic for the add-on

systems Solowing and Duowing.

Both dividing systems have numerous variable system

components that enable individual organisation of

drawers. 

The dividing systems put pots and pans into their place

and utilise every corner of the drawer. 

• Adjustable system elements

• Free choice of interior partitioning

• Optimum storage space utilisation
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Head Office 
6 – 12 Fairchild Street 
Heatherton VIC 3202 
P.O. Box 8586 Heatherton
Victoria 3202 Australia 
Telephone 03 9551 3900
Facsimile 03 9552 8888
sales@nikpol.com.au

Sydney
407B Victoria Street
Wetherill Park NSW 2164 
P.O. Box 6841
Wetherill Park NSW 1730  
Telephone 02 9604 1011  
Facsimile 02 9604 2066

Brisbane
46 Yarraman Place
Virginia QLD 4014 
P.O. Box 284
Northgate QLD 4013   
Telephone 07 3216 5877  
Facsimile 07 3216 5478
salesqld@nikpol.com.au

Townsville
1/50 Pilkington Street
Townsville QLD 4814
P.O. Box 7995
Garbutt Business Centre
Garbutt Townsville 4814 
Telephone 07 4728 4713
Facsimile 07 4728 6780
salestville@nikpol.com.au

www.nikpol.com.au


